
2.4 Lebesque integral

Note that we use this notation below:for 5.9: [a,b) -> R and set.

[f < g) =(x (a,b))fxx8x13,[f > s) =(x -[,b))fx)< s3.

In preparation for the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.4.3., we show Lemma 2.4.6..

Proof of Lemma 2.4.6

Since 20 a.e., m)[fc03)
=

0, so we onlyneed to show m/97,03) =0 for proving
f =0 a.e.. We can easilyobserve that[f-0) = aEm, where ER: If I.
For each REN, NEP =E: fell for all xtEr. (here, X is a characteristic function.

We can easilyobserve thatfor any measurable set & cabs, Made- miel,
by considering the partition 4 =[1,(a,b) < r).
So for each RN,m(ER)=S*EmdxSafax =0,so m(En) =0.

By the above, m([f(0)) =m(,
,
En) = 2,m(E) = 0, which was the only thing we need to show.

Proof of Theorem 2.4.3

We show thatfor any f-2*([,b3). f's integrability implies its measurability,
the proof of which was not given in the lecture.

Suppose f-1%([9,b)) and f is integrable. By its integrability and a property

of supremum and infinum, for each REN, there exists a partition Pr=/E of [a,b)

such that(ilUCA, P2)-([f,Pn]:E
(ii) for each;ESI,..., nat],E?"CE for some (e).....mm) (Pati is a refinementof Pal,
(iii) Eg Es= $itj, = jz, and (iv) each Es is L-measurable.

Now we set grp)=m, XEBK, where my fell.R

For anym *Es*, EEIEs)
for some to and so

92+1)
=E, my" NEste=tenEfax=mXE4=gm.

Therefore, for all cie(,by):*E,4), 992*3* is an increasing sequence.
j=1

Moreover, for each 1 and all , qrk)=mXE,x) - max my=max/Efe),Ebste 0,



so (guk3R is bounded. By monotone convergence theorem,
the sequences have their limits and we can consider the function gex:-ha 984.
Since (EI), are L-measurable sets for each is and so each go is L-measurable,
the pointwise limit& is also L-measurable byTheorem 2.3.11..

We can easilyobserve that (agaud=(If, Pn] and quill =9a)Ifall

for each simple function 2. Thus, (If, PuT=/guade/guide if fandez.
On the other hand, we sethepi-MINE, where Mi=E ful.

Then we getthe pointwise limitfunction h, which is L-measurable and satisfies(t)n=/arm=UCt,Pa),
by almostthe same argument. Now we know get th and so h-g20, then

0=fa(h-g) =((n -(!g =U(7,Pn)-L[f,Pr) - for any FEIN.

Therefore, we get (a(h-8)= 0 and so h =8 a.e. by Lemma 2.4.6 thatwe proved above.

Since g If=h, (gFf3<(9th) and m(19+53) =m19g+3) =0 so g
=fa.e.

By Exercise 2.3.8 (I provided the proofof itin my previous report), f is L-measurable from

the measurabilityof g.

Reference: [Ne]




